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Abstract

Purpose –This paper focuses on image-to-textmanuscript processing throughHandwrittenText Recognition
(HTR), a Machine Learning (ML) approach enabled by Artificial Intelligence (AI). With HTR now achieving
high levels of accuracy, we consider its potential impact on our near-future information environment and
knowledge of the past.
Design/methodology/approach – In undertaking a more constructivist analysis, we identified gaps in the
current literature through a Grounded Theory Method (GTM). This guided an iterative process of concept
mapping throughwriting sprints in workshop settings.We identified, explored and confirmed themes through
group discussion and a further interrogation of relevant literature, until reaching saturation.
Findings – Catalogued as part of our GTM, 120 published texts underpin this paper. We found that HTR
facilitates accurate transcription and dataset cleaning, while facilitating access to a variety of historical material.
HTR contributes to a virtuous cycle of dataset production and can inform the development of online cataloguing.
However, current limitations include dependency ondigitisation pipelines, potential archival history omission and
entrenchment of bias. We also cite near-future HTR considerations. These include encouraging open access,
integrating advanced AI processes and metadata extraction; legal and moral issues surrounding copyright and
data ethics; crediting individuals’ transcription contributions and HTR’s environmental costs.
Originality/value – Our research produces a set of best practice recommendations for researchers, data
providers and memory institutions, surrounding HTR use. This forms an initial, though not comprehensive,
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blueprint for directing future HTR research. In pursuing this, the narrative that HTR’s speed and efficiencywill
simply transform scholarship in archives is deconstructed.

Keywords Digital libraries, Grounded theory, Information environment, Optical character recognition,

Machine learning, Handwritten text recognition

Paper type Article

Introduction
Before Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR), manuscripts were costly to convert to machine-
processable text for research and analysis. With HTR now achieving high levels of accuracy,
we ask what near-future behaviour, interaction, experience, values and infrastructures may
occur when HTR is applied to historical documents? When combined with the mass-
digitisation of content held by galleries, libraries, archives and museums (GLAM), how will
HTR’s application, use, and affordances generate new knowledge of the past, and affect our
information environment? This paper’s findings emerge from a literature review surveying
current understanding of the impact of HTR, to explore emerging issues over the coming
decade. We aim to deconstruct the simplistic narrative that the speed, efficiency and scale of
HTR will “transform scholarship in the archives” (Muehlberger et al., 2019, p. 955), providing
a more nuanced consideration of its application, possibilities and opportunities. In doing so,
our recommendations will assist researchers, data and platform providers, memory
institutions and data scientists to understand how the results of HTR interact with the
wider information environment.

We find that HTR supports the creation of accurate transcriptions from historical
manuscripts, and the enhancement of existing datasets. HTR facilitates access to a greater
range of materials, including endangered languages, enabling a new focus on personal and
private materials (diaries, letters), increasing access to historical voices not usually
incorporated into the historical record, and increasing the scale and heterogeneity of
available material. The production of general training models leads to a virtuous digitisation
circle where similar datasets are easier – and therefore more likely – to be produced. This
leads to the requirement for processes that will facilitate the storage and discoverability of
HTR generated content, and for memory institutions to rethink search and access to
collections. Challenges include HTR’s dependency on digitisation, its relation to archival
history and omission and the entrenchment of bias in data sources. The paper details several
near future issues, including: the potential of HTR for the basis of automated metadata
extraction; the integration of advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI) processes (including Large
Language Models (LLMs) and generative AI) into HTR systems; legal and moral issues such
as copyright, privacy and data ethics which are challenged by the use of HTR; how individual
contributions to shared HTR models can be credited; and the environmental costs of HTR
infrastructure.We identify the need for greater collaboration between communities including
historians, information scientists and data scientists to navigate these issues, and for further
skills support to allow non-specialist audiences to make the most of HTR. Data literacy will
become increasingly important, as will building frameworks to establish data sharing, data
consent and reuse principles, particularly in building open repositories to share models and
datasets. Finally, we suggest that an understanding of howHTR is changing the information
environment is a crucial aspect of future technological development.

HTR: an overview
Optical Character Recognition (OCR), the electronic translation of generally printed
documents into machine-readable text, came into general use during the 1950s for
business operations such as mail sorting (Schantz, 1982, p. 7). By the late 1990s, with the
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advent of personal computing and improvements made to scanning technology, OCR began
to provide cheap and effective text recognition, with large-scale machine processable text
resources of variable accuracy being created from mass-digitised printed content (Tanner
et al., 2009). Advanced OCR approaches now integrate Machine Learning (ML) techniques,
improving accuracy rates while still relying on printed character isolation, achieving
Character Error Rates (CERs) as low as 0.5% on historical print (Reul et al., 2019, p. 1).

Unlike OCR, developments in HTR focus on the recognition of text which has no
consistent font. Recent advances in AI and ML have constructed predictive language models
which can decipher handwritten text lines sequentially (Strauss et al., 2017, p. 6). Since the late
2010s, HTR has been viewed as a solved computational problem (Muehlberger et al., 2019).
Before this, full text searching at scale of handwritten texts was difficult (Estill and Levy,
2016). The aspiration of recognising handwriting from people of various backgrounds,
nationalities, professions and education, with equal competence, accuracy and speed, has
largely been realised; challenging notions that such tools should only be “. . . used to
recognise common keywords in historical texts” (Cirone and Spirling, 2021, p. 19). HTR
transcriptions hold great potential for quantitative approaches to analysis of the past,
including cleaning, marking-up and analysing datasets, and providing novel data onwhich to
train other computational systems.

A variety of HTR platforms exist. Transkribus [1], operated by Recognition and
Enrichment of Archival Documents (READ) under a cooperative of 85 institutions and 50
individuals (as of May 2023), spanning 30 countries, is the largest consumer-level HTR
system. Transkribus has a reported 127,332 active users, collectively processing 12,946 pages
daily. Since 2015, 46.9 million images of historical documents have been uploaded and 21,032
HTR models have been trained using convolutional neural networks (CNN) (READ-COOP,
2023). Transkribus models trained on printed-text, such as the French language model
trained by Brando and Becquet, on the Directory of owners and properties in Paris and the
Seine (1898–1923), have registered CERs as low as 1%. Models on handwritten text have
registered CERs around 5%, such as Hodel’s model for 19th century German current writing
[2]. Elsewhere, Monk is a HTR tool with a different approach, “. . . adding labels at the page-
description level, adding line transcriptions at the level of line-strip images and adding zone
labels for words and characters . . .”, forming a tailored index for a collection (Schomaker,
2019, p. 225). Since 2009, Monk has been applied to 15th century texts, as well as Chinese and
Arabic scripts [3]. As of 2013, Monk’s servers hosted a total of 370,000 harvested and human-
confirmedword labels and 20,000 documents. eScriptorium [4] is another HTR software using
neural networks; although it remains reliant on character isolation, tagging glyphs with set
characteristics and using corresponding variant image files for model training. Loghi, [5] an
open-source HTR platform that aims to make scanned historic documents digitally readable
and searchable, was unveiled in April 2023, from the KNAW (Royal Netherlands Academy of
Arts and Sciences) and the Nationaal Archief of the Netherlands.

Efforts have also been made by publishers such as Adam Matthew (AM) digital to utilise
HTR to elevate under-represented historical sources. Their HTR, Quartex, uses a similar
neural network to Transkribus, making “linguistical assumptions” to predict language
patterns [6]. Quartex was used in 2020 by Baylor University Libraries to decipher 40
handwritten pages from the 19th century poet Robert Browning, and seven others, with a
90% accuracy rate for Browning’s hand (72% across all scribes) [7]. Major technological
providers are now also moving into this space, although their generalised tools are not yet
specialised on historical handwriting from particular periods, or allowing bespoke models to
be trained and improved. Google has provided the ability to detect and transcribe
handwriting within its Cloud Vision Application Programming Interface (API) since 2015 [8]
andMicrosoft has supported the conversion of images to text via its handwritten input panel
in Windows 10 since 2017 (Cottuli, 2022).
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HTR can now generate trustworthy machine-readable texts at low cost, especially
compared to traditional human-led transcription. Combined with mass-digitisation, HTR can
allow the complete transcription of collections of historical documents. It therefore holds the
possibility to profoundly change what is available as part of the digital record.

HTR and the digital past
Recently, the library profession has responded to mass digitisation by reimagining the
relationship between libraries, collections and the digital, with a focus on how to make
collections more amenable to computational methods. Padilla (2017) notes that viewing
“collections as data” begins with the need to reframe all digital objects as data. In particular,
there has been a move to destabilise established concepts and ways of working, including:
breaking down organisation silos which developed to deal with analogue resources
(Padilla et al., 2019, p.15); understanding how data structures inform our conceptualisation of
memorywork (Lincoln, 2017); addressing howmaterial complexities and collection biases are
recognised via data provenance (Padilla, 2017; Ames, 2021); and developing new ways of
publishing library content for emerging audiences (Candela et al., 2020, pp. 1–2).
Simultaneously, we have had to reconsider how access and reuse of data occurs. Many
interactions with GLAM collections are informational, in that they are mediated through
discovery and search interfaces (Gooding, 2017, p. 173). This has necessitated a
reconsideration of how interfaces might allow users more flexibility in engagement with
digital sources (Whitelaw, 2015), and an exploration of the limitations and implications of
digital materiality for historians and GLAM collections (Conway, 2013; Gooding, 2023).
However, despite recognition of the impact and potential of HTR (Cordell, 2020, pp. 25–26), its
impact has yet to be addressed to the same extent.

Recent developments in HTR disrupt and extend our relationship to historical
handwritten documents, their use to understand human history and society, and how the
data contained within them may feed into technological systems, including becoming
training for emergent AI systems. This paper therefore provides a timely consideration of
how abundant machine-processable text generated from handwritten documents will affect
the wider information environment and our relationship with the past. To establish key
issues in the development and utilisation of HTR, various aspects need to be taken into
account. These aspects include those related to research and collections such as: research into
corpora, from the lens of handwritten sources, and the impact HTRwill have on access. Issues
related to tool and dataset development supporting HTR are also considered. This article also
focuses on HTR’s unique affordances to research by detailing how historians can develop
novel methods and approaches. In establishing how HTR can enable new avenues for
research, we demonstrate how training and professional development can be developed
specifically for HTR and its resultant datasets. Finally, the ethical and moral aspects of
deriving data from handwritten texts via AI are considered.

Methodology
We developed a Grounded Theory Method (GTM) to undertake a thematic analysis of the
current impact of HTR in research and the broad information environment. This method was
deployed to identify the remaining unanswered questions concerning the implications of
HTR in the near future by using extant literature as a robust evidence-base for a systematic
horizon scanning exercise. As such, we largely followed Glaser and Strauss (1967), analysing
qualitative data from which concepts could emerge, although our GTM dealt with the
identification of gaps in literature, following a more constructivist approach. This involved
reading general texts to provide context before the coding of categories, providing more
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“theoretical sensitivity” in inferring emerging concepts (Glaser and Holton, 2004, p. 11).
Following Charmaz (2006, pp. 96–100), the coding process was completed in multiple
reiterative stages, selecting and categorising texts, and returning to the literature until
thematic saturation was reached. We used the scholarly materials identified and catalogued
by Nockels et al. (2022) which cite Transkribus in published research as a foundational list of
projects to consider.

In addition to this, materials were collected through purposive sampling, beginning with
Rosenzweig’s germinal article Scarcity or Abundance? Preserving the Past in a Digital Era
(2003). We charted articles which cited Rosenzweig (2003) in Google Scholar [9], expanding
our reading to incorporate those that took debates beyond history, discussing the wider
information environment and forming a cycle of sampling, data collection and analysis to
identify gaps and omissions.We organised references relevant to our consideration of HTR in
Zotero [10]. In line withHanson (2017), negative case analysis was then undertaken in order to
remove irrelevant works from the corpus. This formed a stronger understanding of the
context of individual arguments and broader debates concerning HTR’s impact, based on 131
published texts [11]. A close reading of relevant texts to identify their concepts via content
analysis (Krippendorff, 2004), was followed by an iterative process of concept mapping
among the authors in a workshop setting, beginning on the 19th of May, 2022 at the
University of Edinburgh’s Bayes Centre, an innovative hub for AI and data science research,
and writing sprints, while considering wider literature in aligned fields. This process
concluded in April 2023. Emerging themes were identified, explored and confirmed via group
discussion and further interrogation of the relevant literature. This results in a thematic
analysis that explores the recent societal impact of HTR, in turn providing a roadmap for
considering the technology’s near future (next ten years) implications.

Results
The following sections provide detail on the extant themes identified through our GTM
collated from literature relating to HTR’s impact on the information environment. Having
identified notable gaps in the literature, what follows thereafter is a consideration of the near
future implications of HTR on research, dataset creation and documentation; digital
infrastructure, ethical and legal frameworks as well as the environment.

Recent impact of HTR
Building accurate datasets. With accurate transcriptions from HTR, historians can begin to
confidently use large datasets derived from handwritten texts, instead of relying on in-person
visits to archives (Cohen, 2010) and manual transcription.

HTR offers a step-change in accuracy beyond OCR for printed text. Cordell (2017, p. 194)
argues that scholars remain unaware of the inaccuracy of OCR-transcribed text, which can
contain complex errors that affect search, processing and interpretation (Conway, 2013, p. 18).
Zaagsma (2019, p. 842) stresses that without the correction of OCR datasets, which is
necessary for historical scholars to accurately read texts at full-length, societal memory
construction could be influenced. HTR has therefore been framed as a way to create more
accurate transcripts enabling work on collections at scale (Kaukonen, 2021). In the same way
that OCR technology and keyword searches opened up “. . . a new level of everyday cultural
discourse” (Nicholson, 2013, p. 67) for typewritten materials, the increased accuracy of
transcriptions generated by HTR holds similar potential for keyword searching of
handwritten materials at scale, a task which previously relied on an array of expertise or
required collaborative infrastructures (Unsworth and Tupman, 2016, p. 231). For example,
Amsterdam City Archives crowdsourced 10,000 pages of accurate transcriptions from their
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16th-17th century Notary Archives. This ground truth data was used to train an HTRmodel,
then applied over several hundred thousand pages [12]. Scholars have since used this
resource to discover “new details of a mixed and growing population in long-gone
neighbourhoods, proof of new global connections . . .” and “the provenance of numerous
European paintings” [13].

Cleaning existing datasets.HTR provides themeans to create more accurate transcriptions
from existing digital images, particularly those with complex fonts or layouts. In 2018,
Vienna City Library applied OCR to their Lehmann address books, a record of all the City’s
main tenants between 1859 and 1942, but it struggled to recognise Fraktur script.
Subsequently, they turned to Transkribus, producing a fully searchable resource of
approximately 200,000 pages (Egger, 2021). The National Library of Finland constructed a
workflow to reprocess almost two million Finnish newspaper pages from 1771–1918 using
Transkribus, replacing insufficient OCR-derived text with more accurate transcriptions
(Kaukonen, 2021). Institutions can therefore use HTR to revise existing workflows to enhance
the accessibility and usability of the digitised record. This relies on seeing digitised archives
as in a constant state of correction, thinking beyond the captured resources toward decision
making at content-holding organisations (Cordell, 2017, p. 207). There is opportunity here,
too, to mathematically quantify improved rates of accuracy of HTR, validated against
previously OCRed datasets, for benchmarking purposes.

Access to a greater range of language materials. The ability to train HTR to recognise a
large range of languages can enhance usage of materials that may have been previously
neglected. In the case of Eastern European languages, the Kazakh Offline Handwritten Text
Dataset (KOHTD) (Toiganbayeva et al., 2022), a dataset of Cyrillic exam papers, and the
Handwritten Kazakh and Russian (HKR) database, have recently emerged (Nurseitov et al.,
2021). These databases are essential for training and the eventual recognition of texts,
allowing these materials to be consulted and analysed for the first time, as exemplified by
Abdallah et al. (2020, p. 141) producingmodels with CERs as low as 0.045% andWERs as low
as 0.192% using the HKR dataset.

Access to a greater range of personal materials. HTR makes it much easier to transcribe
sources from the pre-industrial and pre-mechanical (or at least, pre-print and typewriter) era,
increasing their searchability and transformability, and in doing so, changing research
questions that can be asked at scale, and themes and periods of focus. In addition, where OCR
was limited to printed text (mostly officially prepared for expected audiences), HTR facilitates
machine-processable text of private, intimate documents, including personal letters, diaries,
institutional correspondence, manuscripts, editions of works, ledgers, accounts and official
records such as census materials. This allows different topics, approaches, and questions to be
broached. �Olafsson’swork (2004, p. 1), analysing the duality of Icelandic bookhistory in the 19th
century, shows the difference between the printed and handwritten past (including scribal
copies and personal texts). There is a resultant need to audit how handwrittenmaterials vary in
scale and content fromprint, highlightingwhich gaps exist in the historical record anddirecting
computational methods to extrapolate information from the sources that remain.

Virtuous HTR digitisation circles via general HTR models.With vast datasets of relevant
handwritten texts and vocabulary registers now accessible, there are further opportunities
for training and re-training of general HTRmodels, which in turn facilitates the publishing of
larger general models across greater time periods, further transcription generation and
greater searchability across a wider range of collections. In April 2023, Transkribus released
two LLMs: “Dutchess I” combining four previous Dutch models across the 17th-19th
centuries, trained by the National Archives of the Netherlands and Amsterdam City
Archives, returning a CER of 4.3% [14]; and “GermanGiant” trained onmaterial spanning the
16th to 21st century in Latin and Kurrent scripts, with a CER of 8.3% [15]. These general
algorithms act to increase the pool of training data available for researchers training bespoke
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models on controlled corpora [16], and the resulting data created can, in turn, train targeted
and specific LLMs. As researchers adopt and improve these models for their own projects,
general algorithms can grow more accurate and cover broader time periods.

Access to endangered languages. HTR holds the possibility of preserving endangered
language texts, increasing their accessibility and profile. Valy et al. (2020) present a novel
approach using a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to generate machine-readable text from
ancient Khmer palm leaf manuscripts. Having accessible databases of training data is also
essential for the recognition of nearly lost languages: as Vu et al. (2021) highlight for the Old
Degraded Vietnamese Handwritten Script Archive (IHR-Nom) database, a collection of 15th
century Vietnamese ChuNom handwriting written using Latin characters, and largely
displaced after 1920 by modern Vietnamese. Presently, fewer than 100 scholars regularly
read the language (Vu et al., 2021, p. 86). Such projects aid transliteration, the process of
changing a language from one script or alphabet to another, previously a painstaking task
due to the degradation of source material. This approach facilitates a broader culture of
inclusion as documents become more accessible to non-specialist audiences and may require
a reconsideration of how search is done, especially across global north/global south divides.
At-risk materials may benefit from this approach, as we have seen from the development of
Ukrainian HTR language models (READ-COOP, 2023) to support the digitisation effort for
Ukrainian culture (Saving Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Online (SUCHO), 2023), given the war
with Russia and the coordinated destruction of their memory institutions (Marche, 2022).
However, questions remain over how indigenous and endangered language communities
retain fair control of, and access to, their archival pasts (Owens, 2018, p. 166; Turner, 2020).

Access to multiple voices. Archival material containing multiple hands are often harder to
read as each scribe has distinctive handwriting. HTR opens up these collections; for example,
Bluche et al. (2014, p. 161) used neural networks to recognise Arabic text from a dataset of 455
scribes located throughout Egypt, Iraq, Sudan, Morocco and Algeria. These scribes are not
contained within current historical narratives, and so different voices are brought into the
digital historical record via HTR, with the potential to reconstitute different corpora to
encompass awider range of perspectiveswhich do not usually end up in the published record,
for example personal records relating to woman. With HTR increasing accessibility to
collections, details can emerge along the archival grain, revealing what Stoler (2008, pp. 1–3)
describes as the nature of imperial rule managed through the written record, and colonial
sense, leading to more explicit prejudices in social reality.

Utilising the results of HTR.As the scale of digital archives increases, the use of “machine
methods for making sense of this massive database of historical text is no longer a luxury - it
is an imperative” (Kelly, 2013, p. 69). HTR allows a greater range of information to become
structured, findable, searchable and readable, facilitating both human and algorithmic usage.
The technology, therefore, can inform the development of online catalogues and digital
records (Moss et al., 2016, p. 120). As the range and scale of the digital corpus grows, users can
increasingly adopt the data-led, distant reading approaches outlined by Underwood (2017).
HTR therefore helps to stimulate computer use alongside existing discipline-specific
practices (Van Lange, 2023, p. 12), supporting a “macroscopic” (Graham et al., 2016) approach
allowing researchers to move between individual perspectives and macro histories with
greater ease.

We therefore need to consider how users navigate the emerging “infinitive archive”,
described by Turkel et al. (2012) as instantly accessible, machine-readable, growing
exponentially and constantly being reordered. Enrichment and mark-up of HTR
transcriptions can help increase accessibility and structure of collections, including
tagging named entities in a TEI-compliant manner [17]. This can result in “radiant
textuality”, enabling resources with dynamicmulti-layers of expression, viewable in different
ways using index searches (Thomas, 2004, p. 65). read&search [18], an aligned tool to
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Transkribus, automatically assembles components of texts that are displayed in a user-
friendly manner using an International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF) compliant
interface [19], thus making collections accessible in a standards-led manner. This allows for
something close to a critical edition to be created (Terras et al., forthcoming 2024), holding
implications for search capability. The Amsterdam City Archives have used read&search to
make hundreds of thousands of handwritten pages from the 17th-18th centuries Amsterdam
notarial archives searchable by users [20]. Thematic resources are also available: 16th-17th
recessions in LowGerman cities [21], New Zealand Alpine Heritage [22] and historical mining
in Tyrol, Austria [23]. Hanson and Simenstad (2018) show how use of HTR can rethink
crowdsourcing interfaces: volunteers on platforms such as Zooniverse [24] normally identify
lines of text, reaching a consensus by combining transcription data (Hanson, 2017). HTR
models can leverage the online template of crowdsourcing platforms to augment the human
transcription process by predicting text [25], redefining user interactions with digital records.

HTR limitations. Most content-holding institutions are grappling with inclusively and
sensitively reframing their collections, updating descriptions to reflect changing language
(Chew, 2021). This follows several notable failures within the GLAM sector: neglecting that
they are keeping “souls in their stacks” (Drake, 2021, p. 8). HTR has the potential to disrupt
who is excluded, disposed, disinherited and disembodied by current archival practices.
However, the potential for an archive to be discoverable depends on its archival history:
“Archives [can be read] as sources of history . . . but they are also its subjects . . . with
histories and politics of their own” (Yale, 2015, p. 332). Many archiveswere and are assembled
to document and reinforce certain identity narratives (Stoler, 2002). Owens (2018, p. 166) notes
that GLAM institutions “. . . have served and by default, in many cases, continue to serve as
infrastructures of colonialism, and oppression. We need to do better.” No amount of
transcription can return lost sources (Cunningham, 1999), with many subaltern communities
sustaining loss and damage of their records, making details irrecoverable.

HTR is dependent on digitisation (Terras, 2022, p. 193), but GLAM’s patchwork approach
to digitisation strategies, workflows and priorities (Zaagsma, 2019) mean collections teem
“with diverse political, legal, and cultural investments and controversies” (Thylstrup, 2019,
p. 3), in a way that undermines positivist ideas of archival practices being neutral (Tschan,
2002, p. 176). The provenance of digital resources and the potentialmotivations in authorising
certain parts of heritage into account (Hauswedell et al., 2020, p. 140) becomes increasingly
important: those deployingHTR technology on historical collections need to be critical of how
they may follow or resist literary, historical and cultural canons. Without this, there is a real
risk that HTR outputs only serve to cement hegemonic archival structures. Well-researched
and documented collections which have been previously digitised will return stronger
models, given they provide extensive training data: “accordingly, the resulting models are
highly biased by the material they are trained on” (Hodel, 2022, p. 171). Depending on the
training data, HTR can voice colonial artefacts (Stoler, 2008), prioritising the coloniser and not
the colonised. For instance, the main Dutch language model was trained on 3 million pages of
the 17th-18th century Dutch East India Company Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC)
records [26]. This “set the groundwork for later parts of the digitisation strategy” of the
National Archief of the Netherlands [27].

Although HTR improves the readability of handwritten artefacts and produces
information retrieval resources (Terras et al., forthcoming 2024), it consolidates an
increasing scholarly reliance on databases and keyword searching as the primary way to
access archival content. It therefore becomes increasingly harder to understand the material
archive, the corpora, upon which our models are based. HTR shifts handwritten texts
towards collections as data (Padilla, 2017), in the same way Whitelaw (2015) reimagined
search in light of mass-digitisation: we will need to consider whether current search and
discovery interfaces are well suited to understanding the complexities of handwritten
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sources, and whether current documentation practices truly reflect the interdependencies of
HTR generated data sources. In rethinking search and filtering capabilities, set criteria could
assess the current levels of source criticism, generosity in discoverability; user content
management, exploration and connectivity enabled in interface design (Ehrmann et al., 2019,
pp. 4–5). Failure to do so could result in an “. . . increasingly remote and unvisited shadowland
into which even quite important texts fall if they cannot yet be explored [or identified] by . . .
electronic means” (Leary, 2005, p. 82). In addition, the use of keyword spotting (kws) can
result in what Nicholson calls “keyword blinkers” (2013, p. 61) that bypass the wider context
of manuscripts and focus solely on textual information, risking the rise of anecdotal studies.
Ewing et al. suggests that with macroscale digital approaches historians will still need to “. . .
accept the ‘messiness’ of large amounts of data . . .” (2014). Guldi and Armitage (2014, p. 103),
argue that digital technologies require a “. . . cautious and judicious curating of possible data,
questions, and subjects.” Given that “[T]he more automated and efficient our systems of
digital discovery become, the harder it can be to look from the flood of data before us”
(Putnam, 2016, p. 399), new skills will have to be developed for search and analysis of the
results of HTR, requiring the redesign of interfaces to incorporate and navigate archival
complexity.

Near future issues for the use of HTR with historical documents
We now turn to topics which were identified via horizon scanning, rather than from our
thematic analysis. By signposting current gaps in considering HTR, this section anticipates
future developments, possible affordances as well as potential risks in expanding the
provision of AI-enabled automated transcription methods.

Encouraging open data practices. The need for HTR to be trained on large quantities of
data challenges the siloed nature of many digital GLAM collections, many of which are only
accessible behind paywalls, with underlying datasets only available from commercial
publishers via permission. This applies to access to datasets for model training, the
availability of historical datasets for research, and the publishing of resulting HTR models.
GLAM institutions must consider the balance between commercial activities and adoption of
FAIR data principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016). Cordell (2020, pp. 44–45) has proposed that
libraries develop statements of values for utilising ML technologies. These principles may
ensure that the application of HTR within memory institutions proceeds based on core
principles of transparency and openness. Recently, HTR United has formed to create a
catalogue of training datasets, to support the wider community in accessing materials [28].

Integrating the results of HTR into collection systems and processes. HTR provides
opportunities for the description and cataloguing of collections. Automated systems exist
which transform HTR results into formats which allow better integration with delivery and
analysis systems, supporting findability and reuse, such as the International Image
Interoperability Framework (IIIF) (Transkribus and IIIF) and Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)
guidelines [29]. Additionally, HTR can support metadata extraction (Skluzacek et al., 2022),
with kws facilitating search against tagged named entities such as place names, dates and
individuals [30]. This may allow greater archival sensitivity in metadata extraction and
creation, ensuring that resources better represent audiences (Havens, 2020). HTR’s wider
adoption will not automatically improve an institution’s metadata, and we should be mindful
of “wishing on” technology to solve social separation without enacting new codes of practice
(Seely Brown and Duguid, 2000, pp. 15–16). Best practice should be developed for the results
of HTR to be used in automated metadata extraction.

Integration with advanced AI processes. HTR – itself a product of ML – has potential for
further integration with AI tools and systems. For example, the use of deep learning on
epigraphic inscriptions from Classical Athens has shown potential for restoring missing
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texts, and attributing original locations (Assael et al., 2022). As of May 2023, Transkribus is
investigating how ChatGPT can be integrated into its infrastructure (Stauder, 2023, personal
communication), after initial experiments by the Vienna City Library, using a LLM for further
HTR output correction (Muehlberger, 2023, p. 13). The integration of HTR tools and datasets
into LLM and ML processes provides potential for novel synthesis, comparison and analysis
of handwritten data, which will require best practices to avoid disintermediation. In addition,
new approaches to information literacy (Pettersson, 2022) are needed to establish the
legitimacy of primary sources, including the ability to differentiate between machine-
generated information and the human, handwritten record (Donaldson and Conway, 2015).
With increased integration, particularly with LLMs, careful documentation is also essential
(Bender et al., 2021, p. 618).

HTR and legal frameworks. Intellectual Property issues, including copyright, intersect with
the digitisation of historical materials. GLAM institutions currently conduct thorough
investigations and risk assessments regarding orphaned works, those materials which have
no clear copyright holder (Korn, 2009, p. 23), consuming considerable staff time (Secker and
Morrison, 2016) and leading some institutions to restrict the use ofmaterials. Generally, enquirers
must search for necessary permissions (Korn, 2009, p. 23). HTR work is likely to make deducing
the ownership of digitised content more complex. Who will ensure that a work uploaded to an
HTR platform is out of copyright? Who owns copyright in the resulting machine-processable
text: could these transcriptions be defined as “novel” intellectual products needing protection?
How do Intellectual Property Rights of documents intersect with those of machine-learning
modelswhich contain their data?Non-western communities often have different frameworks and
understanding of ownership and respect regarding the content of historical documents (Romein
et al., 2024, p. 18): how is this complicated by ingestion into shared data-models via HTR?

In addition, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) issues may arise with the use of
HTR. Privacy has always been a concern for historians: there is a responsibility to the dead as
well as the living (Lawrence, 2016). However, removal of human moderators may exacerbate
situations where “information about the dead can cause social harm to the living” (Lawrence,
2016, p.13). Handwritten materials often contain traceable personal information, and
disclosure may have implications not only for authors, but their next of kin and descendants.
Anonymisation, data minimisation and timely deletion may be necessary to comply with
regulatory contexts, with specific strategies needed for the ethical and legal handling of
particular materials. Institutions and individuals should consider privacy when preparing to
transcribe mass-digitised private correspondence. Sensitivity review is already a common
task for archivists, including with born-digital collections such as email correspondence
(Smith, 2021), but a significant increase in the accessibility and volume of handwritten
materials may require consideration of when manual review becomes impractical and
automated processes are needed (McDonald et al., 2019).

Crediting HTR contributions. HTR’s wider adoption conflicts with formal research
structures built to credit labour: it remains unclear how to credit individual tasks like model
training and the editing and correction of transcriptions. Given that academic credit affects
academic career development (Gao et al., 2022), attentionmust be given to publication of HTR
work, and a balance achieved between rights reserved, open-source licensing and named
credits (Romein et al., 2024).

Data ethics and bias. Biases and trauma permeate GLAM collections, including: the
amplification of historical elisions which reinforce the focus on dominant groups; records of
colonial exploitation; and detailed accounts of persecution, atrocities, crime, etc. These are
often compounded by explicit and implicit institutional biases which shape and control our
access to the past, which then affects and frames our digital collections (Havens et al.,
forthcoming 2024). New paradigms are therefore needed to mitigate difficult histories
embedded in handwritten texts. This may be exacerbated when using sources at scale, or
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when this data becomes integrated into wider AI systems. This requires the establishment of
a data-ethics led approach to HTR, recognising that work with historical documents should
be conducted with a consideration of their societal and ethical contexts.

Environmental costs of HTR. HTR, AI and ML processes are computationally intensive,
consuming energy and increasing carbon output. An attempt to quantify the approximate
environmental costs of training neural network models for 24 hours found advanced
transformer models emit the same carbon emissions as a trans-Atlantic flight (Strubell et al.,
2019, p. 4). In 2022, READ unveiled that they were beginning to train HTR models using
similar transformer methods (Stauder, 2022).

Digital humanities researchers are increasingly aware of the environmental footprint of
their activities (Digital Humanities Climate Coalition, Information, Measurement and Practice
IMP Action Group, 2022), while historians recognise the need to debate and research climate
change (McNeill, 2016). This follows climate-conscious initiatives prioritising efficient
hardware and algorithms, such as SustainNLP (Bender et al., 2021, p. 612), and projects
associated with “AI for Good”, using computation to solve societal problems (Aula and
Bowles, 2023, p. 5). However, methodologies are needed to calculate the carbon footprint of
ML research activities (Lacoste et al., 2019), beyond carbon offsetting (Passalacqua, 2021),
speaking to existing debates around climate and personal-corporate responsibility (Cuomo,
2011). AI processes can embed biases at the expense of the same marginalised communities
already being adversely impacted by the climate crisis (Bender et al., 2021, p. 613). Platform
providers are encouraged to be more transparent regarding HTR’s environmental footprints
in order to allow institutions and individuals to make informed choices about their use.

Recommendations
Given our analysis above, we present several best practice recommendations for collections
holders, data providers and data userswhen creating, stewarding, or utilisingHTRgenerated
content. Together, these recommendations form an anticipatory approach that can be tailored
through trainings and skills development, clarification over collection management policies
and the adoption of already present guidelines. We also signal potential future work to
further hone our horizon scanning exercise.

Collaboration in tool and platform development. We recommend that engagement with
both the underlying text recognition and development of tools associated with HTR should
act as an impetus for collaboration across disciplines, acting as a “trading zone” (Kemman,
2021, pp. 39–58). This should extend to the sharing of outputs including datasets, models,
transcriptions, platforms, documentation, research approaches, storage and hosting
mechanisms. Terras (2022, p. 183) describes a longstanding community of
interdisciplinary researchers developing HTR systems. Collaboration is required to
develop best practice in documentation, establish shared vocabularies and workflows, and
to ensure that tools and platforms meet the needs of users.

Skills support. Ongoing training and community support is essential for HTR uptake,
particularly given advances in related AIs. Professional development activities are needed in:
HTR familiarity including limitations and potential errors; the role of traditional
palaeography skills; methods to verify accuracy; error detection and best practice in
reviewing outputs; and collaboration mechanisms to critique and support technological
developments. These require development and additional funding, given GLAM resourcing
constraints.

Information documentation and information literacy. There are no standards for
cataloguing HTR generated datasets. The GLAM sector need to consistently integrate
HTR data sources into content management systems, allowing users to understand datasets,
both facilitating and enabling reuse. As HTR datasets proliferate, those using the results of
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HTR created by others will have to develop information literacy skills to understand
provenance, accuracy, representativeness and relationship to the archival record, to draw
upon them to understand the past. Verification and validation of data sets will be necessary
before basing analysis upon them, including understanding any biases or limitations present.

Archival inclusion. It is not a question of whether technologies like HTR should be
deployed but how, balancing discovery with sensitivity (Odumosu, 2020). Embedding values
of inclusion into HTR application is complex and will take conscious planning.
We recommend that developers and users of HTR take an activist stance to resist the
notion of archival neutrality, considering the interests of a wider range of stakeholders
including under-represented and marginalised groups (Romein et al., 2024). In this way, the
deployment of HTR (aligned with choices made in digitisation) could form a societal good,
naming oppression when seen (D’Iganzio and Klein, 2020) and allowing users to bear greater
witness to difficult histories. However, there are concerns regarding the absorption of HTR
generated content into LLMs and other AI systems: breaking the link to archival context, and
possibly transmitting harmful biases.

Establishing data sharing and data consent principles. HTR uses data created by humans,
while outputting data sources which can go on to have other unplanned outcomes.
We recommend that individuals, institutions and projects undertaking HTRmake their data
FAIR where possible (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) [31] but also follow the
CARE principles for Indigenous Data Governance: producing data of collective benefit, with
authority control, in a responsiblemanner, holding ethics as a primary concern at all stages of
the data life cycle across the data ecosystem [32].

Use of HTR outputs. It is currently not known how best to embed values of transparency,
searchability, accessibility and support into HTR technologies, platforms and generated
datasets.We recommend that attention is given to: producing open repositories with reusable
shareable datasets; how these datasets will be preserved; infrastructure allowing the cross-
walking of HTR outputs and content-management systems using more ML approaches;
documentation and licensing standards; finding and searching aids; visualisation tools and
further publication arenas.

Speculating HTR design. To construct a robust vision of how HTRmight impact the near-
future of historical research, we recommend the introduction of speculative design methods,
which encompass a range of methods such as design fiction, critical design or design for
debate (R€uller et al., 2022). This will allow developers and researchers to better frame how
HTR could change scholars’ engagement with the past, stimulating discussion and providing
a “perceptual bridge” around engaging audiences to inform design priorities and aesthetic
and functional decisions (Auger, 2013, pp. 11–12). Speculative design has occurred in
collaboration with university labs and community groups (Baumann et al., 2017) involving
focus groups with users and developers (R€uller et al., 2022). In utilising such methods, users’
expectations for platform providers can be clarified to ensure that HTR meets current and
emerging stakeholder needs.

Conclusion
In laying out the current impact and future implications of HTR, this article elucidates how
abundant digital transcriptions generated from handwritten documents will affect our
relationship with the past. Our emerging knowledge of HTR therefore understands the
historical digitised record as a constantly forming digital archive with a unique place in the
machine-processable present.

This paper has demonstrated that a structured consideration of how recent AI-based tools
are changing our access to the past and its sources can be crucial to understanding how to
develop best practice in the handling of the results of the process, but also in informing the
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future development of tools which represent user needs and inclusive best practice. The
method we have used here may also be of benefit when considering the impact of other
specific AIs on the information we can access, use and reuse: such high-level consideration of
our rapidly changing information environment will allow identification of near future issues
for the information and data science community, ensuring that we centre user needs, while
minimising harms.

There is an inherent complexity in including information from handwritten historical
documents in data-rich environments. This results in a moral responsibility to embed values
of transparency, searchability, accessibility and support into HTR technologies, given the
changes they are making to the wider information environment. To navigate these complex
issues will require collaboration, skills support and the development of best practice
principles and protocols, to ensure the future makes the most of our handwritten past.

Notes

1. https://readcoop.eu/transkribus/

2. These models are open access and can be viewed in Transkribus see: https://transkribus.eu.lite.

3. https://www.ai.rug.nl/∼lambert/Monk-collections-english.html

4. https://www.escriptorium.uk/escript.html

5. https://github.com/knaw-huc/loghi

6. https://www.amdigital.co.uk/create/am-quartex/htr-and-ocr

7. https://digitalcollections-baylor.quartexcollections.com/abl-collections/the-browning-letters

8. ‘https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/handwriting

9. https://scholar.google.com/

10. https://www.zotero.org/

11. The collated texts gathered in Zotero have been made accessible through Zenodo see: https://
zenodo.org/records/10229247

12. These pages are now searchable using Transkribus’s Read&Search interface, https://transkribus.
eu/r/amsterdam-city-archives/#/

13. https://readcoop.eu/success-stories/amsterdam-notary-archives/

14. https://readcoop.eu/model/the-dutchess-i/

15. https://readcoop.eu/model/the-german-giant-i/

16. https://readcoop.eu/glossary/base-models/

17. The TEI is a consortium which develops and maintains standards for representing texts. ‘TEI”,
https://tei-c.org/. Transkribus allows transcriptions to be exported in TEI-compliant format,
although howmuch editing is necessary to ensure that these products fit set standards is still under
research. ‘How to enrich transcribed documents with mark-up”, Transkribus. https://readcoop.eu/
transkribus/howto/how-to-enrich-transcribed-documents-with-mark-up/

18. https://readcoop.eu/readsearch/

19. https://iiif.io/

20. https://transkribus.eu/r/amsterdam-city-archives/#/

21. https://transkribus.eu/r/rezesse-niederdeutscher-staedtetage/#/

22. https://www.nzaj-archive.nz/#/

23. https://transkribus.eu/r/mining-hub/#/
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24. https://www.zooniverse.org/

25. https://github.com/danhan52/text_recognition

26. https://readcoop.eu/model/the-dutchess-i/

27. https://readcoop.eu/success-stories/national-archives-of-the-netherlands/

28. https://htr-united.github.io

29. https://tei-c.org/

30. For more information on named entity recognition (NER) see: Appendix 5 – named entitites: current
definitions in Nouvel et al. (2016), pp. 153–158.

31. https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/

32. https://www.gida-global.org/care
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